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Q1 2016 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

Business Update 

As is customary, we would like to begin proceedings by thanking both our: (i) valued clients on 

whose behalf we exist, and (ii) prospects for their continued engagement on the journey towards 

better understanding our value proposition.  We view repeat business as a critical indicator of 

alignment of interests with our clients.  That half of our annual flows, on average, come from 

existing clients corroborates our view that the best work we do; is the work we already have on our 

desks.   

At this point in the lives of most asset management businesses over 5 years old, acquiring more 

clients in the name of diversification is gospel.  Here’s one of the ways we think about diversification 

of business risk.  In this quarter, we launched a niche global equity fund, Global Family Business 

Fund.  As the name suggests, the fund is focused on an efficacious source of alpha, family 

businesses, which are in fact synonymous with our investment competence, High Quality.  A South 

African first, the fund is available in both retail and institutional formats.  Registered in Ireland and 

UCITS compliant, the unit trust carries US Dollar share class.  The benchmarks for institutional and 

retail funds are US CPI plus 4%.  This way, we mitigate business risk by diversifying benchmark risk 

away from the SWIX (benchmark against which our South African equity funds are measured by the 

institutional market). 

We are not only excited about the prospect of bringing global research insights to bear in our effort 

into local equities, we would be delighted to steward your offshore destined capital.  To find out 

how to take advantage of this unique opportunity, call us on (011) 772-2480.  Our operators are 

standing by from 8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday!    

In the coming months, we will share with you details of additional initiatives intended to further 

reduce our reliance on SWIX related business. 

 

Investing in the Highest Order of Value  

First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies.  The 

objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of 

our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time.  We list below the simultaneous 

conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize. 

1. We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum) 

due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:   

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient 

margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate 

market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses.  We refer to our results during 

these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade. 
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2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time: 

By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid 

significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii) 

continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level.  Through this phenomenon, 

which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9 

years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end.  This works out to an average compound annual 

return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To 

further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum 

an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share 

since 1960 (the furthest back we could go  to find clean data).  

 

Non Random (Long Term) Investment Outcome  

This quarter, marking our fifth year of fund management operations, we entered the period where 

our investment outcomes can no longer be classified as being random.  You can argue that 

investment performance up to three years out is too short a period to indicate skill or lack thereof.  

Five years serves as a reliable marker because it coincides with both stock market and economic 

cycles.  In The Burgundy “Why it is Bad to Have Good Choices”1, we refer to inflection points in the 

market and the economy as the eyes of the needle where the probability that investors make it 

through to the next cycle is at its lowest, and the risk of capital impairment is at its highest.  In other 

words, most active investors make it to the top of the cycle, but not through it.   

We are delighted to inform you that we navigated the top of the cycle, and ended the quarter, with 

a cumulative 6% outperformance since inception and 8% over 5 years.   

Table 1: Investment Outcomes to March 31, 2016  

Risk/Return period 
General Equity 

Composite 
JSE SWIX Relative 

Since inception* cumulative 118.8% 112.7% 6.1% 

Since Inception* Annualised 16.4% 15.7% 0.6% 

5 year p.a 16.4% 15.4% 0.9% 

3 year p.a. 13.4% 14.6% -1.2% 

1 year p.a. 3.9% 2.7% 1.3% 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Available at http://firstavenue.co.za/when-it-is-bad-to-have-good-choices/ 

http://firstavenue.co.za/when-it-is-bad-to-have-good-choices/
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The idea is very simple.  Navigate inflection points with enough of a margin of safety to carry that 

which the market has not ravaged into the next cycle.  There is nothing as devastating as losing in 

one fell swoop everything you have worked hard for. Wealth is created by compounding savings at a 

rate in excess of inflation with very little chance of losing both your gains and principal along the way 

especially at the top of the cycle.  The more we are able to repeat this over many cycles, the more 

we will earn returns on progressively larger amounts.  The schematic below illustrates that the 

wealth we’ve created for our clients in one cycle that we are carrying over into the next. 

Figure 1: Preserving Capital through the Cycle 

        

Source: First Avenue 

The First Avenue Discipline comprising research analysis and portfolio management operations seeks 

to: (i) separate idiosyncratic (company specific or fundamental) risk from systemic or market risk, 

and (ii) only invest in the former.  The probability that companies with a substantial amount of 

systemic and systematic risk fall prey to competitive pressures in the normal course of the cycle (e.g. 

African Bank) simply ratchets up tremendously at the top of the cycle.  Share prices of most mining 

and construction companies are still lingering far below those seen just before the market crash of 

2008.  Capital impairment suffered by investors has been exacerbated by rights issues.  For instance, 

even though Lonmin has not closed shop, a rights issue ensured that the company lost 95% of its 

value.  Investors in Lonmin received the same outcome with perfect alignment.  You have no hope of 

compounding wealth if you keep taking on systemic risk and calling it value.  If it is value, it has a 

funny way of showing it!  

Our near term performance has been adversely affected by a heavy underweight in basic materials 

(resource equities) and overweight in consumer services as follows:  
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Figure 2: Sector Contribution to Quarterly Return 

 

Source: First Avenue 

In the next section, we use Anglo American, a stellar performer during the quarter, to explain our 

perspective on resource equities.  

 

Satellite Navigation and Investing 

Satellite navigation systems and investing have one thing in common. Both are meant to get you 

there.  Following the adage: “it is better to be vaguely right than precisely wrong” (John Maynard 

Keynes) neither is meant to get you there with absolute precision though.  Civilian navigation 

systems will bring you up to 100 meters or so of your destination while commercial and military 

systems fall up to 22 meters short of your destination.  Likewise, the value of a company is not a 

point but rather a range.  The higher the quality of a company, the narrower the range; what we 

refer to as low uncertainty here at First Avenue.  Conversely, the lower the quality of a company, the 

wider the range; we refer to that as high or extreme uncertainty.   

The process of valuing a business, much like navigating courtesy of a satellite, requires two things, 

namely, (i) an original premise and (ii) triangulation.  

Let’s work our way to valuations by observing what makes satellite navigation possible. 

First, the original premise:  The earth is round. 

Ferdinand Magellan, who was born in 1480 and died in 1521, did us all a huge favor.  By sailing 

around the earth successfully, he proved that the earth was not flat. Of course other men like Galileo 

had said this from the comfort of their home, and incurred the wrath of the Catholic Church.  You 
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may very well imagine that many perished trying to do it before our main man Magellan did it.  It’s 

also tempting to imagine how much easier Magellan’s voyage would have been with satellite 

navigation, but that gets the logic of things the wrong way round.  Because of him, scientists know to 

build satellites that orbit the earth every 12 hours.  Now imagine that mankind was still operating 

under the impression that the world was flat, and built satellites to go back and forth from one end 

of the world to the other.  There would be large sections of the world – certainly the entire Southern 

Hemisphere to be honest -- that simply would not get any signal. 

Second, triangulation (or trilateration which is the more correct term): You need clear line of sight to 

three or more satellites to determine your destination. 

Both the United States and Russia have 24 satellites each, called Navstar Global Positioning System 

(GPS) and Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) respectively.  China (Compass) and the EU 

(Galileo) are developing systems to be operational in 2019 and 2020 respectively.  Both GPS and 

GLONASA satellites hover at 20,000km above the earth’s surface and provide positioning for a 

specific location on or above the Earth in 3 dimensions (latitude, longitude, and altitude) including 

velocity and time information. Satellites transmit a signal on to a receiver you may be using for 

navigation (mobile phone, car navigation system, etc.).  The receiver (e.g. your mobile phone) 

measures signals from up to 4 satellites at the same time so it can use a confirmation process called 

triangulation process to determine its location. 

Triangulation uses known points/“landmarks”, the satellites, which are moving very fast, to calculate 

latitude, altitude, longitude, and time related to a destination on the Earth’s curved surface.  You can 

clearly see how errors in navigation increase with fewer, say one or two, satellites locking you’re 

your receiver.  You may never reach your destination. 

Similarities between successful satellite navigation and investing are striking. 

Original premise: Over time, an investor will NOT earn a return too dissimilar from that which the 

company is able to arbitrage in the economy. 

In fact, this is the one thing the market is very efficient at – matching market returns (capital gains 

plus dividends) to fundamental returns (return on equity).  Warren Buffett tells of how Benjamin 

Graham told him that the market is a voting machine in the short term, and a weighing machine in 

the long term.  It is a voting machine because; think about it, all you need to participate in the stock 

market is money. That’s it and you too can join in the fun of pushing stocks up, down, and sideways!  

However, all that hyperactivity slowly gives way to the original premise – a return commensurate 

with the rate at which the company you have invested is able to extract from the economy (by 

arbitraging factors of production) to pay off equity and debt providers. This premise needs to hold 

as, ultimately, a stock exchange serves as no more than a pass-through mechanism of corporate 

profits to investors in the long term.  

If African Bank goes bankrupt, that is, it runs through all capital employed without earning a positive 

return on that capital, how on God’s green Earth does an investor come out with anything but a zero 

percent return? If Lonmin dilutes an investor’s exposure to it by 95%, how do you come out smelling 

like roses?  The value of your holdings also depletes by 95%.  Similarly, when it works out for a 

company, it works out for you at the same rate.  In Figure 3, we use the company DISNEY, which 
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enjoys phenomenal pricing power (meaning, ticket prices go up even as the number of visitors to its 

theme parks increases) to illustrate this “pass through” phenomenon.    

Figure 3:  DISNEY Return on Equity and Total Shareholder Return: 1980 – 2016 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

I doubt we will quibble about whether 1980 is a long enough history to qualify as long term.  It also 

doesn’t matter where in the cycle (top or bottom) you buy such a company, hold it long enough and 

your initial valuation advantage gravitates to that earned by the company in the real economy.  

That’s why investing in long lasting quality lends itself better than any other style to wealth creation.  

Had you invested US$100 in Disney in 1980, it would be worth US$14, 767 in 2016 compared the 

opportunity cost of US$4,827 in the S&P 500.  Opportunity Cost is everything.  In any investor’s 

mind, the question should always be what the opportunity cost of investing in a particular security is.  

Adhering to the original premise solves a large part of that problem for you. 

Yet, in this quarter, investors bet heavily on mining stocks.  That these companies violate the original 

premise is not debatable.  Anglo American, which went up 67% in the quarter, has fallen prey to the 

original premise over time (figure 4).  Since 1999, the company’s fundamental value (as measured by 

Return on Invested Capital) has averaged 9% (currently -11%) while total shareholder returns have 

averaged -4%.  Both averages are below the cost of capital and inflation respectively.  An investor 

who’s held Anglo American from 1999 to today, despite the resource bull market ending in 2008 and 

this quarter’s outperformance, has destroyed his wealth in real terms because the company has also 

destroyed its value.   
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Figure 4: ANGLO AMERICAN Return on Invested Capital and Total Shareholder Return: 1999 - 2016 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

We can conclude that investors who own mining companies can expect short term, volatile price 

spikes (driven by earnings growth in the next 12 months) similar to what we just witnessed in this 

quarter rather than a decades-long consistent improvement in the business (both the rand and 

commodity prices will not strengthen over the long term).  Investing in mining companies is a loss 

making proposition either way you look at it.  First, those seeking short term returns tend to forget 

that they were in it for the short term.  As Buffett says, nothing sedates rationality like large doses of 

effortless money.  Investors whose senses had been dulled by strong share price movements in the 

resource bull market met their end ignominiously.  Those who stayed on with the hope of 

recuperating their losses are learning that the value of mining companies depletes, rather than 

gains, over time.  Here are the reasons why: 

With the march of time, earnings of mining companies will go toward: 

 Helping to fund the investment in (acquisition) of new reserves, and 

 Absorbing future operating losses sure to come during the next meaningful economic 

downturn. 

We observed the former in the bull market, and are now observing the latter.  We use Anglo 

American to demonstrate this pictorially (figure 4). 
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Figure 5: Anglo American Profits versus Capital Expenditure (incl. sales & acquisitions): 1998 - 2016  

 

 Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

Since 1998, the company has invested US$80bn and generated a cumulative US$41bn in profits.  A 

good business that invests heavily in its future over time should also be able to build some kind of 

economic moat (some combination of brand strength, a cost advantage, etc.) to protect the business 

for an extended period of time into the future. Not in mining though.  We would love to blame 

successive CEOs of Anglo American (Tony Trahar, Cynthia Carroll, Mark Cutifani) but sub-par long 

term returns in mining are not a function of weak management.  For an investor, I think the problem 

goes deeper than that. These are fundamentally difficult businesses with almost no chance of 

producing a high return on capital for investors. 

In commodity bull markets, mining businesses may be growing earnings fast, but they require the 

deployment of capital at an even faster rate.  Investors may chase that sort of growth but simple 

arithmetic gets in the way of shareholder returns in the long run.  Now, if mining companies 

consume more cash than they generate over time, then how do they fund their operations?  Mostly 

through debt and equity issuances (Figure 6): While the average debt to equity ratio is 49%, it is 

currently 120%.  Anglo American should really be owned by bond investors, not equity investors.  

The company is in a tight spot - pay down debt by selling its crown jewels or issuing more shares?  

Why should an equity investor hang around to fund debt holders when the company has no 

prospect of ever earning a satisfactory return on capital?  The last time I checked, effective investing 

doesn't involve putting capital at risk just so a business can survive while ultimately generating 

unsatisfactory or negative returns.  Over time, cash in a money market account has done better than 

an investment in Anglo American!  Opportunity cost is everything. 

Total Profits: $41bn  
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Figure 6: Anglo American: ROIC versus Debt/Equity Ratio (1999 – 2016) 

 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

The recent downgrade of its credit rating to junk (see Figure 7) status should focus the minds of even 

bond holders.  Are they really in it to share the spoils coming out of bankruptcy proceedings or are 

they depending on either equity holders or the government to bail them out? 

Figure 7:  Anglo American: S&P Long Term Issuer Rating (Foreign) 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

Occasionally, a well-run mining company (e.g. BHP Billiton) will do better than Anglo American, and 

maybe even make more modest returns for investors (we are holders).  So theoretically, there are 

exceptions.  The lesson we are learning from holding BHP Billiton is that, even if it is the right one in 
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the industry, it has and will continue to perform worse for us than a laggard in a sector replete with 

moats such as Food Producers or Food Retailers.  In these respective sectors, the leader (AVI and 

Spar) will produce excellent returns but even the laggards, Tiger Brands and Pick N Pay, will produce 

better returns for investors than the leader in mining (BHP Billiton).  In short, we have taken on more 

risk for lower returns versus many alternative investments.  See figure 8:  

Figure 8: Total Returns: BHP, Tiger Brands, Pick N Pay (2000 – 2016)  

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

Who would have thought that about a simple grains and cereals business? Vice Chairman of 

Berkshire Hathaway, Charlie Munger, puts it very well: 

“If it’s a pure commodity like airline seats, you can understand why no one makes money, yet in 

other fields, like cereals for example, almost all the big boys make out.  If you’re some kind of a 

medium grade cereal maker, you might make 15% on your capital. And if you’re really good, you 

might make 40%.”   

It’s easier to pick a needle out of a stack of needles.  But trying to pick the right mining company as 

we have done with BHP Billiton is no different from looking for a needle in a haystack.  The 

opportunity cost of holding BHP has been too great. 

In lower quality businesses like mining, the problem is that the basic alternatives for management 

are unattractive: 

 Stay competitive by making the investments in new mines while producing lousy shareholder 

returns - not necessarily zero or negative, but certainly not great long term relative to 

alternatives given the risks 

 Do not make those investments, lose competitiveness, and watch earning power shrink over 

time (as competitors find higher grade reserves) while producing even crappier returns 

On triangulation: 
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Investors in mining companies have justified purchasing them using mean reversion to price to 

normalized earnings multiples, price to normalized books, and long term commodity prices.  These 

are three satellites from which they receive signal to calculate valuation. 

Yet, if you look at many mining companies over a few business cycles, there's not all that much in 

the way of normalized earnings.  The basis of owning precious, bulk, or base metals is that they are 

hard assets – owning them protects you against inflation.  This is mostly incorrect; commodity price 

growth is either negative or treads water in real terms over centuries precisely because 

commodities: 

(i) Are susceptible to substitution (the world didn’t move on from the stone age because it 

ran out stones) 

(ii) Fall prey to innovative disruption (if horses had been in charge of investment decisions, 

there would have been no auto industry) 

(iii) Cannot be branded to pass on inflation. 

So while commodity demand is cyclical with fits and bursts of industrialization, commodity pricing 

are the sacrificial lamb of civilization.  Even then, if you super-cycle these waves of demand, prices 

are above long term real prices (see Annexure A).  More structurally, the trouble for investors is that 

resource companies tend to fail to cut costs (their only defense in periods of soft economic growth) 

faster and more sustainably than commodity prices declines.  Anglo American has just posted its 

fourth year of negative earnings.  What are its normalized earnings given the long term trend of 

declining commodity prices? 

How do you arrive at a normalized book value?  A study of Anglo American’s net asset (book) value 

shows that an average of 29% has leaked out of its book value in the form of impairments (see 

Figure 8).  Do you normalize continued value leakage or do you presume, for the sake of neatness, 

that it stops after you’ve bought in?  The specific line to look at in Figure 9 is Impairment divided by 

the sum of capex plus acquisitions.  
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Figure 9: AGL Impairments: Pro-cyclical Capex Profile Results in Book Value Leakage (2006 – 2015) 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, First Avenue 

Investing is not about producing earnings growth because of a weakened currency or temporarily 

rising commodity prices.  It is about producing earnings in relation to invested capital – that’s how 

both companies and individuals decide to allocate capital.  Sinking US$80bn over the years to 

produce rather meager cumulative earnings (US$41bn) makes Anglo’s earnings mostly illusory.  

Return on capital is subpar (negative at last results).  By contrast, high quality businesses such as the 

ones we own on your behalf, those that produce terrific and durable returns on capital in their 

current form, often have limited opportunities to deploy incremental capital at a high rate.  So they 

tend to enhance returns to shareholders by way of higher dividend pay outs, special dividends, and 

share buy backs.  Respecting the limits of investing for future growth is not synonymous with cyclical 

companies.   

The truth behind investing in Anglo American, I suspect, is rather that the price has fallen too much, 

and the much weaker rand will flatter its earnings.  While in the short term, a weak currency will 

definitely drive earnings upwards, this is a terrible satellite to navigate toward wealth creation.  It 

completely ignores the original premise that Return on Capital mostly dictates long-term overall 

returns.  That is, an investor can't escape the long run gravitational force that causes returns to 

converge on what a business can generate in earnings relative to the capital employed. 

Take the example of Kumba Iron Ore (an Anglo American subsidiary).  Over the past 2 years, its 

breakeven point in terms of USD cost per ton has fallen from USD 79.4/t to USD 34/t (57%).  

Approximately 80% of this move was due to the Rand Dollar exchange rate and the cost of freight to 

China.  With this scale of movement in cost structure, it becomes near impossible for an analyst to 

reliably estimate regardless of how one triangulates.  In effect, the entire investment case is based 

on an analyst’s macroeconomic   forecast around currency, freight cost and spot price (which is also 

extremely volatility in its movement).  We classify such a stock as high uncertainty and exclude it 
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from our universe as it is near impossible to forecast the normalized return on equity for such a 

stock. 

 

Returns on Capital and Portfolio Returns 

If, as discussed above, a company is a pass through vehicle through which an investor enjoys returns 

commensurate with those extracted by the underlying, then the same is true for portfolio returns.  

They are a reflection of the propensity of underlying companies to pass through economic benefits 

they are able to extract (fundamental returns).  The higher the pass through rate (fundamental 

returns), the higher the portfolio returns.  This is true regardless of investment style. 

The two most common investment styles in South Africa are Deep Business Value and Intrinsic 

Business Value or High Quality.  To illustrate the behavior of portfolio returns to underlying 

fundamental returns, we use our fund, First Avenue Sanlam Collective Investments General Equity 

Fund and a highly illustrious and well regarded traditional value fund.  The parameters we are 

interested in measuring are: 

 Annual portfolio returns 

 Annual Return on equity or ROE (weighted on portfolio holdings)      

 Annual Return on Invested Capital or ROIC (weighted on portfolio holdings) 

The results are highly illuminating.   

1. Using the example of a leading value fund in South Africa, we demonstrate that this value 

strategy exhibited high portfolio returns along with high fundamental returns (ROE and ROIC) 

right up to the credit crises (2008).  In reviewing the fund’s holdings, resource equities were 

around 8% or less up to that point.  What we now know as high quality companies dominated 

the portfolio, hence high fundamental returns 

2. From 2009 to date, the fund increased its exposure to companies whose intrinsic business value 

decays over time, namely, resource equities at the expense of those that better retain their 

intrinsic value.  As a result, portfolio returns fell along with declining fundamental returns.  This 

phenomenon culminated in both turning deeply negative in 2015 

3. In the past quarter (Q1 2016), portfolio returns exploded 38% posing a critical question – will 

fundamental returns (ROE, ROIC) revert sustainably to anywhere near the same level for 

underlying portfolio holdings or will portfolio returns over time shrink toward fundamental 

returns? I fully expect a weaker currency and stronger commodity prices to flatter earnings 

growth but I expect fundamental returns to remain sub-par (below the opportunity cost of 

capital). 
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Figure 10: Deep Value (Traditional Value) Fund and Decaying Fundamental Returns 

 

Source: First Avenue, Cadiz BNP Paribas 

The First Avenue Sanlam Collective Investments General Equity Fund, representing intrinsic business 

value, has demonstrated consistently high fundamental returns throughout the entire measurement 

period.  To match, portfolio returns have ranged from high to medium right up until 2015. 

1. In Q1 2016, fundamental returns have stayed high while the portfolio return has barely inched 

up.  This divergence poses a critical question – will portfolio returns gravitate back toward 

fundamentals returns of the underlying companies?  We have already observed in trading 

statements and financial results thus far that fundamental returns of our portfolio holdings have 

stayed high. 

Last, we also observe an extraordinary phenomenon that differentiates intrinsic from deep value. 

As much as the deep value style has run in this quarter, and intrinsic value has lagged, our portfolio 

return, the worst in our history in a quarter, has remained positive, albeit marginally.  Intrinsic value, 

when practiced well, acts like an absolute return strategy – protecting both capital and accumulated 

gains from impairment.  The same is not true for deep value investing when it underperforms.  It 

goes backwards, eating into capital plus accumulated gains (for example, 2008 and 2015 in Figure 

10). 
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Figure 11: Intrinsic Business Value (First Avenue) Fund and Consistently High Fundamental Returns              

 

Note: 2011 fund returns omitted as full calendar year data not available.  Source: First Avenue, Cadiz BNP Paribas 

 

Figure 12 shows our top 10 overweight positions relative to the SWIX.  Our significant positions 

against the index demonstrate that we continue to be neither benchmark nor peer cognizant.  

 

Figure 12: General Equity Portfolio Positioning (Top 10 Bets) during Q1 2016 

Sector Portfolio Benchmark Relative  

Woolworths Holdings Ltd 4.47% 1.64% 2.83% 

The Spar Group Ltd 3.24% 0.61% 2.63% 

Mediclinic International PLC 3.20% 1.24% 1.96% 

Aspen Pharmacare Holdings Ltd 3.13% 1.82% 1.31% 

Enterprise Holdings Ltd 2.98% 0.29% 2.68% 

Discovery Limited 2.97% 0.75% 2.22% 

Clicks Group Ltd 2.27% 0.43% 1.84% 

Vodacom Group Limited 2.12% 0.95% 1.17% 

SABMiller Plc 1.97% 4.58% -2.61% 

Distell Group Ltd 1.89% 0.14% 1.75% 

Total 28.23% 12.44% 15.79% 

Source: First Avenue     

 

The same level of conviction in our portfolios can be derived from our sector allocation below. 
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Figure 13: Sector Allocation during Q1 2016 

Sector Portfolio Benchmark Relative  

Consumer Services 33.73% 23.86% 9.87% 

Health Care 9.40% 4.75% 4.64% 

Consumer Goods 22.20% 18.71% 3.49% 

SA Cash 3.21% 0.00% 3.21% 

Technology 3.27% 0.47% 2.80% 

Industrials 4.75% 7.01% -2.26% 

Telecommunications 3.07% 5.94% -2.88% 

Financials 18.95% 26.45% -7.50% 

Basic Materials 1.43% 12.81% -11.37% 

Source: First Avenue     

 

Risk Statement and Outlook 

The mispricing of high quality companies below equity values warranted by their fundamental 

returns (Figure 11) is glaring.  We advise investors seeking to create wealth sustainably to swap out 

of deep business value into intrinsic business value portfolios.  This valuation gap should close in the 

foreseeable future regardless of how investors vote on the potential impact macro-economic 

variables on stocks.    Similarly, the recent rally in bulk commodity miners will end in tears. For 

instance, investors are not asking themselves why China will increase its demand for iron ore and 

metallurgical coal when so much steel products are coming to the end of their useful life and will be 

recycled. With the age of scrap metal coming to China, and a hobbled OPEC, the recent share price 

surge will not be supported by rising fundamental returns.  Particularly leveraged to this downside 

are heavily indebted miners, Anglo American and Glencore.     
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Annexure A:  “Super Cycling” Current Real Commodity Prices: 1900 - 2016 
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Source: ”From Boom to Bust: A Typology of Real Commodity Prices in the Long Run” David S. Jacks, NBER 
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Disclaimer 

First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).  

The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be 

based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as 

defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the 

appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the 

appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment 

strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider 

whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs. 

Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good 

faith. 

For any reference to the CIS portfolio (First Avenue Sanlam Collective Investments General Equity Fund), kindly 

refer to our website (http://firstavenue.co.za/fund-fact-sheets/) 
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